Hi Library Patron,

We are The Physical Learning Company (physii.io), a start-up dedicated to bridging the virtual and physical worlds through products and services that solve the universal difficulties of standalone virtual learning.

We’ve developed a 10-minute survey to capture insights needed to create our Minimum Viable Product. **We would love your input.** We have one survey that is targeted to adults/parents and one for kids/students. Please pick the category that best applies to you or the person for whom you are completing the survey (if you submit for someone else please reflect their thoughts; we also welcome separate entries from multiple family members). Rest assured that your information and responses will be kept confidential! Additionally, we will have exciting updates and future engagement opportunities so please consider inputting your details in the “Continued Relationship” section.

Your help is valuable to us and critical to informing our next steps. Finally, please forward this to anyone that you think might be interested in sharing their thoughts as well. We welcome feedback and the more we receive, the stronger the MVP!

**Survey for Adults/Parents**

[QR Code for Adults/Parents Survey]

**Survey for K-12 Students**

[QR Code for K-12 Students Survey]

With Gratitude,

The Physical Learning Company Team